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FEBRUARY - MARCH 2016

Dear Droners, we are very late in the new year with our first update, for FEBRUARY & MARCH - 2016!
(a much better looking formatted version can be seen / downloaded from: )
www.dronerecords.de/download/Newsflash16-0203.pdf

Please note: as we are very much behind with listing all the great NEW items in detail we recommend to check also the "recent arrivals" list below, which has lots of
new stuff listed we got already in stock.... (but not reviewed in detail) !!
as usual SOME PERSONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ("BarakaHs Top 9 for discoverers and lovers"):
YUI ONODERA - Semi lattice CD
MATHIAS DELPLANQUE - Drachen LP
KRENG - Cooties. Original Motion Picture Soundtrack LP
ELODIE (TIME VON LUIJK & ANDREW CHALK) - Miniatures Persanes LP
BIG CITY ORCHESTRA - Western Film Greats CD-R
KASPER T. TOEPLITZ - Inoculate? CD
GENETIC TRANSMISSION - Last CD
HUMAN GREED - Hivernant CD
LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - La Selva. Sound Environments from a Neotropical Rain Forest. etched LP/USB-card
+ as always, there's much more to find, we recommend to read our (often) self-written descriptions !
=>=>=>=>=>=>
Pre-orders & reservations are possible. Please note the PRICES with your order! Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs!
Usually the minimum order amount is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for
specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website. Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
BEST DRONES !! BaraKa[H]
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TITLE
ABBILDUNG - All Demons are
horned

2

AF URSIN - De Overkant

3

ALL SHADOWS AND
DELIVERANCE - Partus

FORMAT

CD

LP

LP

LABEL &
CAT-NR
Winter-Light WIN
004

La Scie Doree SCIE
1314

Silken Tofu stx.34

YEAR?

SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS

PRICE

2015

the Romanian (dark / mystic / philosophically inspired) ambient
artist is active since 10 years by now, after few CDRs this is the first
"proper" CD album => organ-like dark scapes, orientally touched
ritual ambient, filed unter: metaphysical drones !

€13,00

www.winter-light.nl

2015

the 5th longplayer of TIMO VAN LUIJKS unique solo-project, very
subtle & somehow nostalgic sounding miniatures performed on old
acoustic and electronic instruments, very personal and intimate...
2nd edition of 300 copies, new cut, different sleeve.. "A collection of
7 intimate pieces about detachment, the inner world, timelessness,
silence.." Instrumentation : Hammond organ, voice, piano, guitar,
harp, flute, percussion, field recordings.

€17,50

www.lasciedoree.be

2015

first LP for this death industrial outfit from Belgium, a low fi noisedrone monster reminding on the Swedish CMI classics like
BRIGHTER DEATH NOW or the latest attacks of
TREPANERINGSRITUALEN.... a must to discover for fans of the
genre! Lim. 250

€17,00

www.silkentofu.org

1

MORE INFO WWW

4

5

6

7

8

9

ATOMINE ELEKTRINE - Laniakea

ATOMINE ELEKTRINE - Nebulous

BAD ALCHEMY - No. 87 (Oktober
2015)

BAKER, AIDAN - Noise Of Silence

BAKER, AIDAN - The
Confessional Tapes

BARCHAN - Soliton

BECUZZI, GIANLUCA - We can be
10
Everywhere

11

BIG CITY ORCHESTRA - Western
Film Greats

12

BORIS - Soundtrack From Film
Mabuta No Ura

CD

CD

2015

new album of PETER ANDERSSONs (RAISON D'ETRE, etc.)
second main project, inspired by the cosmic 'galaxy supercluster' of
the same name...by using analogue synths & ryhthmic sequencer
pulses, this is contemporary 'Kosmische Musik' par excellence,
dedicated to vast spaces and atomic microworlds.... "Old fashioned
modular analogue electronic synthesis combined with modern
digital processing"

€12,00

www.wrotycz.com

2007

second release on ESSENCE by PETER ANDERSSONs (RAISON
D'ETRE) kraut-electronic / cosmic side-project, oversized cover, lim.
800; ..."an aural projection for a detailed exploration of nebulas,
black holes, exploding stars and unknown deep corners of the
cosmos"

€14,00

www.essence-music.com

2015

neue Artikel & einzigartig formulierte Rezensionen: KRENG, LEIF
ELGGREN, SUB ROSA, HELEN SCARSDALE AGENCY,
SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA, ATTENUATION CIRCUIT LABEL
NACHT & IF BWANA, ReR MEGACORP, ROB MAZUREK, .. und
vieles mehr aus der experimentellen, drone, post-industrial, Impro &
Neue Musik & NowJazz-Szene... Deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten,
handliches Format, günstig & geistreich !

€3,50

2011

re-issue of deleted CDR from 2007; one of his true experimental
masterpieces, much more noisy & overwhelming as usual, with
endless cascades of echo-sounds... highly recommended !! comes
in oversized gatefold cover, very nice designed, lim. 400

€14,00

2015

ten 'experimental' songs with a very intimate & somehow odd
fragmented character, based on old recovered files once lost in a
harddisc crash, recorded back in Canada years ago... this evokes a
very special atmosphere, suspended drone-jazz with subtle vocals
& whispers.... "drifting between slowcore, dreampop, abstract jazz,
and glitchy electronica."

€19,50

2015

the project of JAMES WELBURN with Norwegian drummer
THOMAS JÄRMYR, creating here one long piece (57+ min.) of
guitar-drum-drone goes industrial wall of sound, very powerful &
special, to discover!!

€13,00

2014

rare album by the Italian soundartist and long active post
industrialist, filled with solo-works and collaborations (with SVART1,
RETINA.IT and DEISON); 9 tracks of 'intelligent' constructed noise
& advanced experimental drone... lim. 200

€9,50

www.finalmuzik.com

Roil Noise
RNOCDR122

2012

Hearing is believing! BCO cover 12 "western" classics (from
BERNSTEIN over MORRICONE to MARKOWITZ ) including an
incredible version of "Wand'rin Star" , originally released on an LP
by an ensemble by almost the same name (1976); Nr. 4 in the
series, subtle & wonderful "interpretations", showing again that BCO
exists in a dimension of their own that has nothing to do with OUR
world.. prof. full colour cover & duplication

€9,00

www.roilnoise.com

Essence Music
ESS005

2005

back in stock by this more experimental & soundtrackish BORIS
album for an imaginary film ("PINK FLOYD meditates with SUNN

Wrotycz Records
WRT 023

Essence Music
ESS007

mag

Bad Alchemy

CD

Essence Music
ESS015

LP

CD

CD-R

CD-R

CD

Pleasance Records
PRO44

Silken Tofu stx.41

FinalMuzik
FMSSD01

2

€15,00

www.badalchemy.de

www.essence-music.com

www.silkentofu.org

www.essence-music.com

O))) drenched in ambience and feedback") - comes in stunning
cover-package, a miniature gatefold-sleeve plus photocards & boxfolder

BURKE, DAN & THOMAS
DIMUZIO - Upcoming Events

CD

No Fun Productions
NF32

2008

ILLUSION OF SAFETY mastermind DAN BURKE in collaboration
with THOMAS DIMUZIO - these are 15 pieces of experimental
soundscapes as we love it - dense & absorbing, full of power,
details, subtleness... "early industrial sound ruination combined with
classic Krautrock ambiance of the Tangerine Dream/Cluster ilk
reassuringly composed into something wholly modern and
powerful"; BACK IN STOCK !

CELER - How could you believe
me when I said I loved you when
14
you know I've been a Liar all my
life

LP

Two Acorns 2A05

2015

beautiful ambient loops in the way of W. BASINSKI, with a strange
and amazing genesis / story behind it...lim. 300 - full colour,
uncoated, reverse board sleee & download code

€19,00

Vinyl-On-Demand
VOD96.1RE 96.2/3RE - 96.4RE 96.5RE - 96.6RE

2016

lim. re-press (lim. 200) of the 6 LPs from the deleted "Horology I"
Box-set (VOD96) as 5 single items (one do-LP)- all with own
covers: the first four official CLOCK DVA MC-releases that
appeared on ADI NEWTONS label DVATION between 1978-1980,
plus an unreleased 12" EP from 1979 and additional archive
material

€100,00

13

15

CLOCK DVA - "Horology 1978-80"
set

6 x LP

€13,00

www.nofunfest.com/nofunprod.html

www.twoacorns.jp

www.vinyl-on-demand.com

16 COIL - Backwards

CD

Cold Spring
Records
CSR203CD

2015

the original "Backwards" recordings from 1992-1996, preserved by
DANNY HYDE, very different from the later remixed 'The New
Backwards' album (2008) !

€14,00

17 COIL - Black Antlers

CD

Threshold House

2014

re-issue of album from 2004; jewel-case edition, 9 tracks, lim. 333
copies, numbered

€15,00

COIL - Queens of the circulating
18
Library

LP

Eskaton ESKATON
20

2016

first ever vinyl re-issue of the rare CD from 2000, originally released
at COILs live performance as "Time Machines" in London April
2000; very nice edition lim. 500 in 5 vinyl colours (each 100x) + silkscreened PVC-sleeve with sticker, each one individually numbered !

€21,50

19 COIL - Scatology

CD

Threshold House

2015

re-issue of the first album from 1984 with cover replica of the 1st LP
edition; jewel-case, 13 tracks

€15,00

LP

Harbinger Sound
HARBINGER152

2015

seven new studio tracks by the legendary Punk/Electro/TechnoNoise trio from UK feat. PHILIP BEST (ex WHITEHOUSE), "their
most personal and political album yet"; cover-art by TREVOR
BROWN

€22,50

www.harbingersound.bigcartel.com

2015

re-issue of the two sister albums recorded 1986 & 1987, the very
first in full "folk-style" ("Crooked Cross.. " being the later re-recorded
remix), with original cover-art in gatefold-sleeve (BABS SANTINI),
feat. JHONN BALANCE, ROSE McDOWALL, TONY WAKEFORD,
STEVEN STAPLETON, FREYA ASWYNN, etc. etc... lim. coloured
vinyl version !!

€28,50

www.davidtibet.com

2015

re-issue of the two sister albums recorded 1986 & 1987, the very
first in full "folk-style" ("Crooked Cross.. being the later re-recorded
remix), with original cover-art in gatefold-sleeve (BABS SANTINI),
feat. JHONN BALANCE, ROSE McDOWALL, TONY WAKEFORD,

€20,00

www.davidtibet.com

20

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS Dollhouse Songs

CURRENT 93 - Swastikas for
21 Noddy / Crooked Cross for the
nodding God
CURRENT 93 - Swastikas for
22 Noddy / Crooked Cross for the
nodding God

do-LP

The Spheres 15 &
17LP

do-CD

The Spheres 15 &
17CD

3

www.coldspring.co.uk

STEVEN STAPLETON, FREYA ASWYNN, etc. etc...

23

24

CYCLIC AMP - Shrapnel in the
Toyshop

DELPLANQUE, MATHIAS Drachen

25 DONOSO, RICARDO - Symmetry

ELODIE (TIME VON LUIJK &
26 ANDREW CHALK) - Miniatures
Persanes

27 ENTRE VIFS - No Signal

28

ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO Selected Tracks 1. 1992-1998

EYELESS IN GAZA - Drumming
29 the beating Heart / Pale Hands I
loved so well
EYELESS IN GAZA - Rust Red
30
September

2015

retrospective collection of the three vinyl releases (1986-1989) +
rare stuff of this incredible post-punk/noise/industrial-rock band from
Liverpool, with their extreme 'dirty', dark & aggressive sound... think
of: SWANS, HEAD OF DAVID, THROBBING GRISTLE... but also
wave/gothic punk bands as PLAY DEAD, RED LORRY YELLOW
LORRY or S-HATERS

€15,00

www.finalmuzik.com

2015

very moving & emotional drone muzak by the French soundartist,
spreading on 7 tracks processed instrumental transcensions (from
guitar, bass, melodica, kora, synths, etc.) in a rough but melancholic
way, concrete elements from field recordings enrich the nostalgic
and yearnful atmosphere... excellent cover-artwork, too !

€15,50

www.icidailleurs.com

2015

beautiful box-set re-releasing RICARDO DONOSO's first three
albums: "Progress Chance", "Assimilating the Shadow" and "As Iron
Sharpens Iron.." (2011-2013, the so called Digitalis Trilogy); lim.
200 in slipcase box with silver foil print, thick individual covers for
each LP, on 180gr. WHITE vinyl & with download code...."a new
paradigm of ambient music, in which concrete textures and digital
synthesis expand on an abstract world in constant movement &
mutation".

€90,00

www.denovali.com

2014

the fourth album finally in stock => two side long pieces with music
that must be under a charm: really strange psychedelic/folky
ambience with an irresistable subtleness and the typcial "nostalgic"
flair, you feel like being locked in an experimental movie from the
70's.... or in an ancient painting of even earlier times.. ; performed
on various instruments like flutes, chimes, bass & organ and
cleverly layered & mixed... enchanting ambience!; lim. 350

€17,50

www.lasciedoree.be

2015

NEW material from the long active (though only few releases exist)
French bruitism noise duo (who ones had their first release as MC
on Cthulhu Records in 1989), using all kinds of self-built noise
instruments, as "The Shriller", "Rikrokoid", "Kritz & Kratz",
"Sturmophon", etc... this is radical, loud, crazy!! Comes in nicely
designed 2 colour printed metal box with 16 p. colour booklet with
pics of the noise-tools, numbered ed. 200 copies !!

€13,00

https://thecatcherinnoise.wordpress.com

Geometrik Records
GR2136

2015

first vinyl appearance for a selection of tracks from 1992-1998
which were released on the albums "Control Remoto 1.0", "Veritatis
Splendor", "Balearic Rhythms", "Tokyo sin fin" (Japan only CD), and
the "30 km de radio" EP; comes in luxurious (metallic copper ink)
box, all LPs with individual covers, + big poster !! Lim. 700, the 35th
anniversary release of Madrids rhythmic industrial pioneers !!

€62,00

www.geometrikrecords.com

do-LP

Letthemeatvinyl
LETV274LP

2015

re-issue of the two classic EIG albums, originally released in 1982,
now on coloured vinyl / 180 gr.

€27,50

www.letthemeatvinyl.com

do-LP

Letthemeatvinyl
LETV273LP

2015

re-issue of the great EIG album from 1983, comes with 6 rare bonus
tracks (from rare 12"es) w. gatefold-sleeve on coloured vinyl

€28,50

www.letthemeatvinyl.com

do-CD

LP

4 x LP BOX

LP

CD-BOX

4 x LP BOX

FinalMuzik FME8

Ici d'ailleurs Mind
Travels Serie MT 06

Denovali Records
DEN227

La Scie Doree SCIE
1414

Impulsy Stetoskopu
046

4

31 FAUNA - Avifauna

32 FAUNA - Avifauna

FOSSIL AEROSOL MINING
33 PROJECT - The day 1982
contaminated 1971

34 GENETIC TRANSMISSION - Last

35

GILBERT, B.C. / G. LEWIS - Ends
with the Sea

36 HATI - Metanous

37 HECKER, TIM - Norberg

HIJOKAIDAN - Emergency
38
Stairway to Heaven

do-LP

CD

LP

Pesanta Urfolk 013

Pesanta Urfolk
013C

Helen Scarsdale
Agency HMS033

2012

rare vinyl-version of the third album by FAUNA - their masterpiece
of "Cascadian Black Metal", the hypnotick combination of dark folk
ambience, field recordings and hypnotic black metal, executed with
a shamanastic, nature-religious approach...

€32,50

f-consortium.com/pesanta/

2012

third album by FAUNA - their masterpiece of "Cascadian Black
Metal", the hypnotick combination of dark folk ambience, field
recordings and hypnotic black metal, executed with a shamanastic,
nature-religious approach...

€15,50

f-consortium.com/pesanta/

2015

first solo vinyl release by the interesting "mystery drone" project
from the US, sounding here like various fragments out of the
unconscious memory of a person, low-fi found sounds of all kinds
are woven together.. ' Within piles of reversed tape loop miasma
and time-lag accumulation, Fossil Aerosol magnifies the grit, the
errors, the bad splices, and the dropouts within their mesmerizing
and hypnogogic studies of uncanny dislocations.'

€19,50

www.helenscarsdale.com

€12,00

www.zoharum.com

CD

Zoharum ZOHAR
IYHHH 009-2

2015

last volume in the IYHHH-series (presenting Polish newcomers and
discoveries) and this is an absolute highlight we think: "lost"
recordings by the pretty radical Polish project, these are demanding
musique concrete compositions, formed together in an industrial
way.... many layers of almost unregnoziable & processed sounds
build very dynamic, hyper-challenging pieces... lim. 444 copies.
highly recommdended !!

7"

Superior Viaduct
SV064

2015

first time vinyl re-issue of the rare 7" released originally 1981 on
4AD by the two members of WIRE who were also active as DOME
then...

€13,00

www.superiorviaduct.com

CD

Zoharum ZOHAR
105-2

2015

the Polish "gong-droners" return with a very subtle & contemplative
album, completely based on handplayed ethnic instruments; the
rhythmic parts are more restraint as before, and through the use of
didgeridoo & flutes this has also a charming 'exotic' edge... very
nice !

€12,00

www.zoharum.com

2015

re-issue of the EP "Norberg" (CD from 2007 ) and the rare 7inch
"Apondalifa" (2010, now as one long version); ...."even though the
drones drape one in the velvet of the deepest ocean depths there is
contradictorily a fragile beauty, airiness and lightness evident
throughout." [Heathen Harvest]

€24,00

www.room40.org

2015

new studio material on the pic-LP (4 pieces with around 50 min.),
plus a full CD with recordings from two live shows 2014; the
Japanese harsh noise legends still going strong after more than 35
years !! Lim. 750

€25,00

www.coldspring.co.uk

€13,00

www.alluvialrecordings.com

€14,00

www.omnempathy.com

LP

ROOM40 RM467

Cold Spring
pic-LP & CD
Records CSR208P

HUDAK, JOHN - Don't worry
39 about anything, I'll talk to you
tomorrow

CD

Alluvial Recordings
ALL001

1998

fascinating one-tracker (55+ min) by the legendary tape minimalist
on his third CD - the whole composition is based on a sound
recording of this ONE sentence HUDAKs mother left on an
answering machine before she died => the result is a strangely
effected mystery-drone, resonating through the ether like a spiraling
wormhole.... BACK IN STOCK !

40 HUMAN GREED - Hivernant

CD

Omnempathy

2015

beautiful melancholic dronescaping spread on 9 tracks,

5

OMCD06

41

IDEA FIRE COMPANY - The
Laboratory

42 ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Probe

43 JECK, PHILIP - Cardinal

44

KA-SPEL, EDWARD - Scriptures
of Illumina

45

KA-SPEL, EDWARD - The
Textures of Illumina

46

KA-SPEL, EDWARD - Trapped in
Amber

47 KHOST - Corrosive Shroud

48

KNEALE, CAMPBELL & ANLA
COURTIS - Several more Echoes

49 KNIZAK, MILAN - Broken Music

impressionistic music for poetic, foggy winter landscapes, often
based on handplayed & processed acoustic instruments... "His
shimmering layers of sound will evolve into pure sonic forms of
harmonically clashing drones only to dissolve into pools of melodic
piano reminiscent of ENO's Thursday Afternoon or into a TIM
HECKER-like tonal suspension of stained-glass sorrow.." [Aquarius
Rec.]

7"

I Dischi Del Barone
IDDB001

2014

material from 2013 when IFC went through their 25th anniversary;
lim. 200 - cover with postcard attached & insert

€10,00

www.iddb.se

CD

Perdition Plastics
per012

2009

re-issue of one of their main works from 1992 (Staalplaat), when
JIM O'ROURKE was a member of the band; edition of 500 copies

€13,00

www.perditionplastics.com

Touch TO:98v

2015

first new JECK album after 5 years - again he creates his very own
atmospheric language of slow drone music by using old junk record
players and records as main "instruments", added by casio
keyboards, bass guitar, minidisc players and effect pedals..
"..opaque layering of deconstructed and decontextualized sounds,
all coalescing into majestic, sublime concentrations of hiss, murmur,
and smear." [AQ Rec.]

€20,00

www.touchmusic.org.uk

Caciocavallo CAD 8

2000

remastered & repacked re-issue of the TeKa CD from 1995, one of
the "early", more song-oriented KA-SPEL solo albums (recorded
1994) and feat. ELKE SKELTER; incl. lyrics in the booklet

€13,00

www.soleilmoon.com

Caciocavallo CAD
12

2002

a compilation with the material from the 10" with same name, rare
compilation tracks and two versions of "Atomic Roses '95", as well
as a bonus disc with previously unreleased experiments and reworkings of old songs, recorded throughout 2001

€15,00

www.soleilmoon.com

Plinkity Ploink
PLINK25

2009

two side-long tracks; entirely instrumental; lim. ed. (350 copies) w.
silkscreen-cover (orange on grey) designed by R. ZUYDERVELT
(MACHINEFABRIEK); BACK IN STOCK LAST COPIES !

€15,00

www.beequeen.nl/plink.html

2015

experimental / avantgardish industrial metal from Birmingham, their
highly praised second album, using staggering metallic drums and
ritualistic choirs along with incredibly deep vocals & distortion
guitar/bass...intoxicating stuff! " At times darkly tribal, at times purely
a punishingly black / industrial sort of more full-on GODFLESH...."
[Terrorizer]

€12,00

www.coldspring.co.uk

2013

mail collaboration recorded 2004-2006 in New Zealand and Buenos
Aires by the ex BIRCHVILLE CAT MOTEL & REYNOLS main/madheads, that finally sees the light of the day now; 4 long tracks of
lovely experimental dronescapes, comes in green coloured silver
paper cover, lim. 100, C-60, a must for fans of these now disbanded
projects..

€8,00

2015

first ever re-issue of this LP from 1979 by Fluxus artist MILAN
KNIZAK, who was a true pioneer in recycling & looping music from
damaged and prepared LPs (by scratching them, burning them,
putting tape and paint onto them, cutting & re-shape them, etc..),
combining loopy fragments of the original content with the new
'broken vinyl' noises, often until the needles of his players got

do-LP

CD

do-CD

LP

CD

MC

LP

Cold Spring
Records
CSR211CD

Impulsy Stetoskopu
038

Sub Rosa
SRV400LP

6

€16,00

https://thecatcherinnoise.wordpress.com

www.subrosa.net

destroyed... nice gatefold cover with many pics from his objects..

50

51

KRENG - Cooties. Original Motion
Picture Soundtrack

LEGENDARY PINK DOTS Chemical Playschool 11, 12, 13

LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - Taos
52
Hum
LILES, ANDREW - Mother
53 Goose's Melody or Sonnets for
the Cradle

LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - La Selva.
54 Sound Environments from a
Neotropical Rain Forest.

55

LOPEZ, FRANCISCO &
NOVI_SAD - Titans

56 McDOWALL, DREW - Collapse

57 MERZBOW - Camouflage

LP

Death Waltz
Records CAT NO.
DW053

3 x CD BOX Caciocavallo CAD 3

LP

do-LP

etched
LP/USB

CD

LP

CD

Brudenia LPD-2

Hallow Ground
HG1503

Sub Rosa SRV346

Gradual Hate / GH
Records GH 112CD

DAIS Records 076

Essence Music
ESS012

2015

this is KRENGS first soundtrack work for a "big" movie, an ironic
horror comedy about school-kids turning into Zombies & killing their
teachers after eating tainted chicken nuggets; a big step into a
different direction for KRENG, surprising on any of 22 (!) tracks,
between dark- & weirdness..."long sprawls of DJ Shadow like beat
driven grooviness, or swirly, symphonic exotica, or hushed, somber
shimmer, it's all woven together into a proper album, that is a pretty
fantastic listen.." [Aquarius Rec.]

€35,00

www.mondotees.com

2001

back in stock this nice box with three albums in the almost mythical
C.P. series, which usually shows LPD in their most visionary,
experimental, hallucinogenic mood... no track indexes included as
this should be listened as an "audio adventure" in one go....comes
with 12 page booklet in big cardboard box, each Cd with own jewelcase & cover

€32,00

www.soleilmoon.com

2015

first proper issue of this great dark electro-psychedelic LPD album
(with folky elements) from 2013 (released before only as limited
Cassette & CDR); hard to find Russian release, lim. 350 copies &
inlay, beautiful cover & on heavy vinyl

€23,00

2015

vinyl re-issue of one of LILES best albums (originally a CD from
2005), where human language and weird found sounds play the
main role, building a kind of "bad fairy tale" journey with elements
from plunderphonics, dark ambient and earplay; lim. 160 copies
only!

€28,00

www.hallowground.com

2015

one of LOPEZ most beloved / famous recordings (rainforest on
Costa Rica) is finally back in print => as it was impossible to bring it
in a complete form onto vinyl, the here included vinyl is EMPTY,
therefore a USB audiocard is added with the full audio ("The
Ultimate Mix"); LA SELVA is maybe the most intense djungle
recording ever made, a different kind of 'absolute music'...
numbered ed. 500 copies, signed by FRANCISCO LOPEZ

€18,00

www.subrosa.net

2011

both artists used the same field recordings (made in the Ancient
Olympia region of Greece) for two 30+ min. long compositions,
presented for the first time during the International Olympia Festival
in June 2010; very good experimental 'transcension drones' from
two different artistic perspectives... lim. 500

€13,00

www.gh-records.com

2015

first proper solo album by this ex member of COIL and PSYCHIC
TV (& nowadays one half of COMPOUND EYE) , this is an excellent
record of 'mysterious electronic / experimental ambience', based on
modular synthesizer sounds & samples, creating an esoteric,
organic wholeness... blue vinyl (second pressing 300 copies)

€23,00

www.daisrecords.com

2009

back in stock this excellent MERZBOW assault with recordings from
2007, comes in mini-gatefold sleeve on the Brasilian ESSENCE
MUSIC label known for exquisite designs! "...we salute the ferocious
torrents of abused, imploding and exploding electronics, the sharp,
pulverizing and abrasive high frequencies and the unrelenting

€14,00

www.essence-music.com

7

punishment of frenzied throbbing machine-screams witnessed in
the controlled cacophonic environment of Camouflage!"

MERZBOW / MATS
GUSTAFSSON / BALAZS PANDI /
58
THURSTON MOORE - Cuts of
Guilt, Cuts Deeper
MICHEL, JOSEPHINE & MIKA
59
VAINIO - Halfway to White

60 MORRICONE, ENNIO - Escalation

61

MUSLIMGAUZE - Libya Tour
Guide

MUSLIMGAUZE - "Chasing the
62 Shadow of Bryn Jones 19831988" - set

63

MYSTIFIED with ROBIN STOREY
(RAPOON) - Music for Transit

64 M.B. - Symphony for a Genocide

65 NADJA - Autopergamene

66

NATURAL SNOW BUILDINGS Terror's Horns

67 NECKS - Vertigo

do-LP

RareNoise Records
RNR052

BOOK + CD TOUCH - Folio 001

2015

free noise improvisations with great pounding power, this meeting of
four gifted jazz, noise & rock musicians in a studio in London on
electronics, 'reeds', e-guitar & drums, all well-balanced mixed....lim.
500; great cover-art, too (gatefold cover).. you only wish you were
inside the studio room when this blast was happening..

€23,50

www.rarenoiserecords.com

2015

a 60 page hardback book (bound in grey linen cover), printed on art
paper, size 24 x 21,5 cm, + 60 min. CD => collaboration project by
photographer JOSEPHINE MICHEL with MIKA VAINIO, exploring
the notion of 'sonic photography'... lim. 500

€49,50

www.touchmusic.org.uk

€21,00

www.dagored.net

www.staalplaat.com

LP

Dagored – RED214

2015

soundtrack to the film of the same name from 1968, directed by
ROBERTO FAENZA, a very political comedy attacking the values of
western capitalism..; stylistically a very versatile soundtrack with lots
of choral elements and the phantastic "Dies Irae Psichedelico"
track; comes with cover replica of the original first LP edition from
1968, lim. 500 yellow vinyl

CD

Staalplaat Muslimgauze
Archive 31

2015

first ever re-issue of the third album from the rare 'Tandoori Dog' 4
LP boxset (1998); now with 3 bonus-tracks (22 tracks in total!); lim.
700

€14,00

Vinyl-On-Demand
VOD 121.x RE

2016

lim. re-press (lim. 200) of the 10 LPs from the deleted "Chasing the
Shadow" Box-set (VOD121) as 10 single items - all with own covers

€190,00

2012

re-isssue of an ultra rare self released CDR from 2003, so far
impossible to find in Europe... this has a long collab-track of ROBIN
STOREY with MYSTIFIED and few shorter pieces by the project
from the US, in fact this was his very first release; 45 min. playtime,
inkjet printed CDR & full-colour cover

€8,00

www.roilnoise.com

2015

re-issue of the one of the most famous "industrial" albums of the
musical history (original released by Sterile Rec. in 1981): 'The past
punishment is the inevitable blindness of the present' ; lim. 500 on
battle green & black vinyl

€22,00

www.rotorelief.com

2010

recommended Brasilian release back in stock! "...from blissful,
paced and almost orchestral hymns to lush acoustic guitars and
super distorted, fuzzed out rumbling sludge riffages. Breathtaking."
lim. 800 w. extremely nice "Rorschach-test" cover (6 panel
digisleeve) & 6 inlay cards

€14,00

www.essence-music.com

€20,00

www.badabingrecords.com

€20,00

www.rermegacorp.com

10 x LP

CD-R

Roil Noise
RNOCDR121

LP

Rotorelief
ROTOR0044

CD

Essence Music
ESS013

LP

Ba Da Bing! BING
108

2015

newest album by the cultish French male-female duo, more heavy &
guitarish & 'to the point' as before, without loosing their dark hazy &
raw hypno-droning qualities..."stringed instruments trill, percussion
gongs, feedback hisses and vocals maintain near monotone as if in
a cultish trance"..

LP

ReR Megacorp RER
NECKS 12

2015

the NECKS are a Jazz-band but if you like 'handplayed' floating
drone & ambient expanses with rich details its difficult to not being
seduced by them... 'Vertigo' sounds especially open, fluent,

8

www.vinyl-on-demand.com

atmospheric... "always a lush, patient, slow build, all texture and
mood, super dynamic, but in a way most bands can't pull off, just
bass drums and piano, their sound dense and dark, doleful and
lovely" [Aquarius Records]; limited vinyl version, Side B ends in a
lock groove

68 NEHIL, SETH - Amnemonic Site

69 NIEDOWIERZANIE - Paradies

70

NORDVARGR - In Oceans
Abandoned By Life I Drown...

NOSTALGIE ETERNELLE - Magie
71
Fragile

NURSE WITH WOUND Shipwreck Radio Volume Two.
72
Eight enigmatic episodes from
Utvaer

NURSE WITH WOUND / BLIND
73 CAVE SALAMANDER - Cabbalism
I, II

CD

CD

Alluvial Recordings
a28

Zoharum ZOHAR
098-2

2007

first complete solo-album from SETH NEHIL after 5 years...
secretful soundworlds derived from objects and environmental
recordings, somehow a meeting of microsounds, field recordings
and drones, multi-layered and not easy to decipher.. phantastic stuff
again, BACK IN STOCK !!

€13,00

www.alluvialrecordings.com

2015

first CD release (after two LPs) by the inspiring French project (with
Polish name), following his vision of a "mediterrianen" ambient-folk
melange with experimental & electronic edges..... many handplayed
phrases from cello, accordeon & mandonline, combined with slow
loops... very unusual & still to discover! lim. 300

€12,00

www.zoharum.com

...guitar blasts that emerge from the depths of the pitch black
ambience background. Cavernous rumbles, disembodied voices
and disturbing malfunction machines.." back in stock this
black/doom ambient masterpiece by HENRIK NORDVARGR
BJÖRK (Mz.412, FOLKSTORM); comes w. luxurious 6-panel
digipack & artwork by STEPHEN O'MALLEY / SUNN O))); lim. 800

€14,00

www.essence-music.com

CD

Essence Music
ESS008

2007

LP

Hafenschlamm
Rekords HR011 /
Urknall Tonquelle
75

2015

second album with new studio recordings by the re-activated
German "minimal / industrial / wave" duo, who proceed with their
typical 80's sounds in a great way... lim. 300, lyric sheet

€16,00

www.hafenschlammrekords.de

2005

second part in the cult series of Radio Broadcoasts STEVEN
STAPLETON & COLIN POTTER did in summer 2004 during their
residency in Lofoton, Norway, constructing music from everything
they heard or could find on this island; this collection contains
material from 8 of the 24 original broadcasts... "human activity, cars,
voices and animals to generate their unique paintings in which
straight lines and angles are totally absent - everything sounds
sinuous or parabolic" [Massimo Ricci]

€17,00

www.icrdistribution.com

2015

NWW in collaboration with BLIND CAVE SALAMANDER (JULIA
KENT, FABRIZIO PALUMBO, PAUL BEAUCHAMP) performing the
legendary ambient masterpiece "Soliloquy for Lilith" in Turin, Sept.
2009, plus a pretty different version of the same piece performed in
Lisbon on disc 2

€20,00

www.icrdistribution.com

€12,50

www.baskaru.com

€13,00

http://rotorelief.com

do-CD

2 x CD

ICR Distribution
ICR51

ICR Distribution
ICR78

74 ONODERA, YUI - Semi lattice

CD

Baskaru KARU 37

2015

seven tracks of stunning 'dream drone' ambience by the Japanese
composer (known for his 'Synergetics' EP on Drone Rec.), most
beautiful immersive waves of amorph sound with somehow organic
interference noises coming in....all based originally on piano, guitar,
field recordings.... really touching and deep, our ambient CD of the
month!!

PACIFIC 231 & VOX POPULI Aramesh

CD

Rotorelief
ROTORCD0016

2009

strong material by the French cult project(s) (lead by PIERRE
JOLIVET), 16 tracks of quasi-rhythmic electronic pulses & multi-

75

9

layered strange sounds, creating a "queer flow" and open up
flickering rooms... BACK IN STOCK !

76

77

PANHUYSEN, PAUL - A Magic
Square of 5 to look at

POTTER, COLIN - Special Set for
Cassette Store Day

78 RADIOSON - Radioson

79

RANK ENSEMBLE - Papilio
Noblei

REIBEL, GUY - Douze Inventions
80
En Six Modes De Jeu
RENOU, CHRISTIAN & ANEMONE
81
TUBE - Transference
RESIDENTS - Residue of the
82
Residents

CD

2004

endless slow motion waves of whirring drone expanses, a "magic
square" served as conceptual basis of this soundart composition,
combined with the mathematics of cosmic harmonies... a must for
everyone who likes VON HAUSSWOLFF or JACOB KIRKEGAARD
we think! BACK IN STOCK !

€13,00

www.beequeen.nl/plink.html

2015

Cassette Story Day 2015 release - last copies! => the latest three
re-issued ICR tapes with oldest POTTER material "Recent History 1
& 2" and "See" (with material rec. 1981-1990), plus 3 NEW tapes
collecting unreleased, compilation and remixed tracks from the late
70's up to early 90's: "Hiss Story 1 & 2", "Are we nearly there yet?"
ICR82+83+84 only available within this set, and sold out at the label
already; artwork by JONATHAN COLECLOUGH

€48,00

www.icrdistribution.com

2015

first release for this new project from [S] (EXIT IN GREY, FIVE
ELEMENTS MUSIC), going into a very different direction creating a
cold & paranoic industrial ambience filled with military & "psychic
warfare" sounds, old analogue synths & radio messages...
brainwash experiments with human subjects... very impressive stuff,
reminding on GALERIE SCHALLSCHUTZ, SCHLOSS TEGAL,
S.E.T.I,...

€10,00

www.helenscarsdale.com

2014

impressive album by a group of four Finnish 'new music' performers
(each two male / female on guitar, french horn, harp, ukulele, spring
drum, piano, electronics, flute, melodica, & voices) who create
highly original improvisational subtlescapes; pure & contemplative,
with chances for silence, a kind of focused meditation, always
generating unusual "unheard" sounds & noises and arrangements
from their instruments.... their first album

€13,00

www.leorecords.com

2015

previously unreleased material from 1979 by the ex GRM composer
who left the institute in the 80's, with many of his electronic
recordings left unpublished... 12 pieces, partly performed by TM+,
an electronic / acoustic trio with DENIS DUFOUR; lim. 500

€18,50

www.karlrecords.net

2003

collaboration by the german ambient experimental project
ANEMONE TUBE with CHRISTIAN RENOU (aka BRUME); A.T.s
source sounds are de-constructed and re-composed, with exciting
long melancholic drone pieces as a result... BACK IN STOCK

€13,00

www.aufabwegen.de

Superior Viaduct
SV073

2014

re-issue of LP from 1983 (Ralph Records) as a collection of rare &
unreleased tracks, now with 14 additional bonus tracks (most tracks
from the late 70's/early 80's period); feat. FRED FRITH and
SNAKEFINGER, gatefold-cover, heavy vinyl

€27,00

www.superiorviaduct.com

Plinkity Plonk
PLINK15

ICR Distribution ICR
6 x MC-set 26/27/28 + ICR
82/83/84

MC

CD

Helen Scarsdale
Agency HMS032

LEO Records CD
LR 703

LP

Karlrecords KR028

CD

Auf Abwegen
aatp012

do-LP

83 RIEK, LASSE-MARC - Schwarm

MC

Alarm AT015

2015

field recordings made from airplanes recorded at the "flight corridor"
near Frankfurt-Airport served as basis for this 30 min. long
composition... lim. 80

€10,00

www.magdeleinebast.com

84 SASHASH ULZ - Chtenie

CD

Fourth Dimension
Records FDCD79

2013

debut-CD by this Russian / Karelian project, combining improvised
organ & guitar sounds with field recordings, pretty obscure(d) stuff
with a very nostalgic and pure atmosphere...

€12,00

www.fourth-dimension.net

10

85

86

SPK - Dokument: Recordings
1979-1983

STAR TURBINE - White Lines
across the Void

87 SUNN O))) - Kannon

88

SWANS - White Light from the
Mouth of Infinity / Love of Life

7 x LP BOX / Vinyl-On-Demand
7"
VOD143

MC

LP

Discombobulate
BOB004

Southern Lord
sunn250

3 x LP+CD - MUTE BXSTUMM
BOX
377

2016

second SPK box on VOD now feat. all STUDIO material from the
early period 1979-1983; incl. many rarities such as backing-tracks
for studio purpose and live performance, and mixing desk
recordings of live shows; comes with 16p. 12 x 12" booklet in
massive folder & box !!! Lim. 400

2015

the project of SINDRE BJERGA & CLAUS POULSEN (known from
SMALL THINGS ON SUNDAYS) with two side-long pieces from two
live shows in UK Febr. 2014: dense sound/noise/object/drone
improvisations, starting from tiny scratch sounds this develops into
a rich detailed low-fi floating collage..."The art of meta-soundcollage-improvisation presented with heavily perfumed panache"
the label from North-East UK 'specialising in alien sounds' calls it;
lim. 50

€10,00

www.discombobulaterecords.com

2015

three new studio tracks by the drone metal gurus, coming back to
their main characteristics: the massive guitar-bass work of
STEPHEN O'MALLEY and GREG ANDERSON, continuing the path
of the "classic" SUNN O))) sound.. "Abyssic atmospheres of vast
grinding drones. Layered, liturgic cavernous ritual. Gorgeously
sculpted feedback flowmotion" [AQ Rec.]; we have some last copies
on BLUE vinyl (lim. 500), after that this will be on BLACK vinyl;
luxus gatefold cover

€27,50

www.southernlord.com

2015

first vinyl re-issues of "White Light.." (1991) and "Love of Life"
(1992), plus a bonus CD with 18 tracks of outtakes & rare live
recordings; comes with 2 posters & download codes, in black lined
box with original logo in silver foil block; limited box edition !!

€55,00

www.mute.com

€14,00

€178,00

www.vinyl-on-demand.com

89 TOEPLITZ, KASPER - Inoculate?

CD

Alamuse / La Muse
En Circuit ALM003

2011

a super intense droning soundtrack for a choreography of MYRIAM
GOURFINK - performed by 4 musicians on trombone, trumpet &
saxophones... subtle tension drones and multi-layered wall of sound
drones are created, developing extremely slowly... like PHILL
NIBLOCK meeting FRANCISCO LOPEZ meeting LUSTMORD,
maybe.. phantastic stuff - still to discover !

TONIUTTI, GIANCARLO - La
Mutazione

LP

Black Truffle
BT014/BT014B

2015

re-issue of the BROKEN FLAG LP / MC from 1985, his very first
album, very dark and "industrialized"... this new editon comes with
bonus track and updated artwork

€20,00

www.blacktrufflerecords.com

2008

"Sound Field for Rattle Harp" - TONIUTTI performs one hour on a
self-build metal instrument, creating deep-droning and rumbling
sounds.... very meditative & archaic, these recordings from 2001
that are finally being released... comes with 16p booklet; BACK IN
STOCK !

€13,00

www.alluvialrecordings.com

€16,00

www.subrosa.net

€45,00

90

TONIUTTI, GIANCARLO qwalsamtimutkw?italuc'ik (and
91
now he almost did make himself
into hemlock needes, it is said)

CD

Alluvial Recordings
A27

TOOP, DAVID - Lost Shadows: In
92 Defence of the Soul (Yanomami
Shamanism, Songs, Ritual, 1978)

do-CD

Sub Rosa SR379

2015

recordings from 1978 of YANOMAMI ritual songs, shamanistic
ceremonies and rainforest sounds, when DAVID TOOP was
travelling to the Amazon jungle to meet the fascinating tribe...comes
with 40 page booklet with text by DAVID TOOP about the journey,
and pictures & lots of additional audio compared to the LP version

TREPANERINGSRITUALEN - The
Totality of Death

3 x LP

:retortae: venenum
1

2015

vinyl re-issue of the two sold out CDs from 2013 with 'primitive'
death industrial from the Swedish cult act => dehumanized vocals &

93

11

metallic percussion, morbid & misantrophic, eerie authentic stuff full
of despair, with titles like 'Eucharist of Shit & Piss', think of IRM,
early SPK & TG, HUMAN QUENA ORCHESTRA or WOLF EYES...
- lim. 200, special cover, last copies !!

94 TROUM - Acouasme

CD

Cold Spring
Records
CSR213CD

2015

new studio album with six long tracks of pestering transrational
drones that sound like an aural psychiatric symptom, a humming
hallucination leaving the stable reality - the surrounding acoustic
world as perceived through the mind of a mentally disordered
person, 'Acouasme' sets you deep into a world of strange and eerie
aural occurences... "At the end of 'Acouasme', I can only walk away
stating that I have experienced something that I do not fully
understand as of yet." [Brutal Resonance]

€12,00

€14,50

VAINIO, MIKA - In the Land of the
95
Blind the one-eyed is King

CD

Touch TO:54

2003

incredibly versatile music from VAINIO, between glitch-noise,
ethereal drones & pure highfrequent digital effects, he seems to be
always on the search for the extraordinary... much more
experimental than PANSONIC at that time.. BACK IN STOCK !

VIBRACATHEDRAL ORCHESTRA
- Rec Blast Motorbike

LP

VHF Records
vhf#139

2015

10 new mantras by the psychedelic low fi droners from UK!.. "pure,
cosmic ur-drone...free-from, avant rock space-psych....and a sort of
mutant electronica" [Aquarius Rec]

€20,00

www.vhfrecords.com

2015

the anti-DITTERICH VON EULER-DONNERSPERG?= processed
sound poetry & spoken word on this 7" by CARSTEN VOLLMER &
G. NUSSBAUM, coming with a fake police A4 cardboard folder /
"book" with a trashy 34 page story about violent sex, criminal
policemen and aliens...(all in German); lim. 100 white vinyl 7" plus 8
original photos and real blood (?) on the folder... you have been
warned !!

€12,50

https://nussbaumphilip.wordpress.com/tag/carstenvollmer/

2015

DITTERICH aka ULI REHBERG has written his first more "serious",
novel-like book, and it's a very cryptic and poetic text with powerfully
linguistic, deep interlaced sentences & meanings... all nature
phenomena are animated in a strange way...very aeshetic, full of
symbols... something you can read / understand only a little, day by
day... 242 pages, paperback, Germany language; graphic design:
ROBERT SCHALINSKI (COLUMN ONE)

€16,00

www.molokoplusrecords.de

2015

after the long deleted 7" on Povertech Industries (1995) here's a
second 7" with CM VON HAUSSWOLFF music dedicated to JOHN
CAGE - this one sided flexi contains a version of "4'33 for electric
Guitar (broken Amplifier version)" performed in 2012 for JOHN
CAGEs 100th birthday; lim. 200 squared flexi with printed insert

€10,00

idealrecordings.tumblr.com

2016

re-issue / replica of the 2014 "ZFAMP" vinyl release, a masterpiece
both acoustically & from the packaging: feat. CD sized laser etched
steel sleeves, which show signs of oxidation and weathering; first
pressing 500 copies, each cover is unique !!

€29,50

www.altvinyl.com

96

97

98

99

VOLLMER, CARSTEN & PHILIP
NUSSBAUM - Versuch 5

VON EULER-DONNERSPERG,
DITTERICH - Blauholz

VON HAUSSWOLFF, C.M. - Plays
John Cage II

ZOVIET FRANCE & FOSSIL
100 AEROSOL MINING PROJECT Patina Pooling

7" & BOOK

BOOK

flexi-7"

Self-released (not
on label)

MOLOKO PRINT
017

iDEAL Recordings
iDEAL 126

CD / object Alt Vinyl av052cd
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################################################################################################################
+ SOME LAST MINUTE ARRIVALS / ON THE WAY / pre orders: (detail infos will follow in the next mail out, but you can order already, also
through the website!):
CURRENT 93 - The Moons at your Door LP The Spheres THE SPHERES NINETEEN 2016 € 23,00
RICARDO DONOSO - Symmetry 4 x LP BOX Denovali 2015 (lim. 200)
€ 90,00
VROMB - Chorégraphie. Electro-Bruits et Tonalites Low-Fi CD Ant-Zen act313 2015 € 13,50
KALLABRIS - Schön geht anders CD Auf Abwegen aatp30 2015
€ 13,00
ASMUS TIETCHENS / PEINEMANN - Harvesterhude do-CD Auf Abwegen aatp53 2015 € 18,00
THOMAS KÖNER - Tiento de la Luz LP Denovali den 2016 gatefold cover
€19,50
TROUM / YEN POX - Mnemonic Induction do-LP Burning World Records 2016 lim. 500 price t.b.a.
ALLSEITS - Chimäre CD Cyclic Law 80th Cycle 2016 her second full length album! € 13,00
DANIEL MENCHE & MAMIFFER - Crater CD SIGE Records SIGE-043 2015 (lim. 500) € 17,00
MY CAT IS AN ALIEN - The Dance of Oneirism do-LP Backwards BW19 2015 (lim. 400) with 24p. artbook € 28,00
AUTOPSIA - Metal CD Old Captain OCCD19 2015
€ 13,00
DEUTSCH NEPAL - Alcohology CD Entartete Musikk 08 2015
€ 14,00
ATRIUM CARCERI - Metropolis CD Cryo Chamber (no CAT nr) 2015
€ 14,00
MOHAMMAD - Segondè Saleco - 34ºN-42ºN/19ºE-29ºE Study Vol. 3 LP Antifrost afro 2067 2015 € 18,00
MARTYN BATES - Fireworks & Jewels / The Colour of Amber CD Ambivalent Scale Records ASR 053 2015 € 13,00
NIBLOCK, PHILL - T H I R DVD VONARCHIVES von 021 2015
€ 18,50
OISEAUX-TEMPETE - ÜTOPIYA? do-LP Sub Rosa SR396V 2015 white vinyl €19,50
LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - Five Days CD-R self released 2015 lim. 199 handmade cardboard cover € 15,00
LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - Five Days Instrumentals CD-R self released 2015 lim. 199 handmade cardboard cover € 15,00
N [41] - Rote Fuhr LP Denovali Records DEN 241 2015 lim. 100
€26,50
N [42] & DIRK SERRIES - Kehr LP Denovali Records DEN 242 2015 lim. 100
€26,50
SOLUMENATA - From Gehenna to Elysian Fields CD-R Roil Noise RNOCDR133 2015 lim. 100 € 9,00
JORIS DE LAET - SEM 3 x LP box Metaphon 005 2014 lim. 300
€ 70,00
MICHAEL RANTA - Yuen Shan do-LP Metaphon 006 2015
€ 30,00
MUSLIMGAUZE - Abyssinia Selasie CD Staalplaat - Muslimgauze Archive 26 2015 € 14,00
BAD SECTOR - Storage Disc 3 CD Bad Sector BS 22016 2016
€ 13,00
##########################################################################

DRONE RECORDS Non-Entertaining-Muzak
LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO - MODERN CLASSIC
shipping-adress: Stefan Knappe Celler Str. 33 28205 Bremen Germany answer-phone: x49-421-7942996
www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de
www.substantia-innominata.de VAT-Nr.: DE 811 790 838 payments: bank-transfer IBAN, paypal
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